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Elevated pore pressures are commonly invoked as a key factor for thrust wedges deformation. Even in the wellknown and widely used critical taper model of an accretionary wedge, they are introduced as a first-order parameter.
This parameter is the Hubbert-Rubey pore pressure ratio λ. Despite the fact that the importance of fluid overpressure is not discussed and that more and more field measurements focus on quantifying pressure distributions, either
numerical or analogue modelers are a few to take into account fluid pressure in their modeling. In the critical taper
model, fluid overpressure reduces frictional resistance at the base and many experimenters used low frictional materials to create basal detachments. But fluid overpressures also act as body forces on the whole wedge in addition
to that of gravity and this second effect was never experimentally confirmed.
In this work, we performed scaled experiments in which compressed air is used as the pore fluid, to understand
how fluid pressure controls the first stages of thrusting. The models were built with non-cohesive sand in their
upper part and glass microbeads for the décollement to insure the weakness of the detachment. Both materials
have similar permeabilities and as we applied horizontally varying fluid pressureat the base of the model, the pore
pressure ratio λ was almost constant in the whole wedge. We found a good match with the critical taper model
predictions.
Combining these experiments with an optical image correlation technique (particle imaging velocimetry - PIV),
we were able to follow the strain in the model during the entire duration of the shortening. In particular, we studied
the propagation of the décollement and highlighted a strong influence of the pressure ratio, λ, on the activation
rate of the décollement. Indeed, higher the overpressure is, faster the propagation of the décollement is. Moreover,
we found that the distance to the critical taper condition, which depends on both values of topographic angle, α
and pressure ratio, λ plays a major role in the strain localization. For example, in case of wedges deforming by
thrusting, closer to the critical taper conditions the wedge is, more diffuse the thrusts are.

